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“Donald Lee’s new book, What the Hell is Going On, defies the mainstream
Covid-19 narrative and instead goes for a ‘spiritual’ journey to see what
the whole Covid-19 pandemic narrative means for all of us. Surprise!
Covid-19 is not just a struggle against a common cold virus that arose
spontaneously, but rather is a calculated attempt by a small group of connected billionaires to control humanity. If you didn’t know that before,
you should have, as Lee makes very clear in his thorough documentation
of the historical/political trends and power plays that have led us to this
moment in history.
This work adds to a rapidly growing perspective that we are in a battle
for the soul of humanity in which one of two very different futures will
occur: That of the World Economic Forum’s Klaus Schwab which projects
a world in which humans are chattel who ‘own nothing, but are happy,’
versus one that champions human freedom. In this, Lee demonstrates
the nature of the spiritual/cultural war that humanity is embroiled in.
Not sure if he is correct or what’s really going on? Read the book and
then make up your mind: You will be surprised, maybe horrified, but
you won’t emerge with the same set of conclusions you went in with.”
—Christopher A. Shaw, Ph.D.
Professor, Dept. of Ophthalmology,
University of British Columbia
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“As an assertive Covid activist and persecuted pathologist, I can attest that
What the Hell is Going On? is a well-researched, one-stop Covid resource,
from historical correlates to the predicted global catastrophe. It rings the
alarm louder than the truckers’ honking. So, advice to readers: Do not
open before bed!”
—Dr Roger Hodkinson,
the Canadian pathologist with red shoes
“One of the greatest struggles for the average person during the COVID
‘plandemic’ was discerning truth from lies, real information from disinformation. In this brilliant and well-researched book, Donald Lee connects the dots for us, showing us our collective history and how seemingly
separate isolated events are actually connected together in a web of lies
and deceit.
What I appreciate most about this book is that its foundation is spiritual, not religious, peaceful, and not enraged. One of my favorite lines
from the book: In this spiritual war, our strategy is love, our tactic is forgiveness, our weapon is non-violent, non-cooperation. I couldn’t agree more.”
—Karen Kan, M.D., Doctor of Light Medicine,
Founder of the Academy of Light Medicine™
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Introduction
“I would rather have questions that can’t be answered than
answers that can’t be questioned.” —RICHARD FEYNMAN

W

hat’s really going on in the world is not what appears to be going on.
The picture we see on the surface is not the real picture. For many
years I tried to make sense of it. After much research, I’ve put some of the
pieces together. I wrote this book to give you a context, a framework, a pattern, so you can understand what’s going on around you. I paint a picture
for you, a “connect-the-dots” outline. I don’t have all the answers, but like
the opening quote says, I’m questioning the answers we’ve been given.
Why do I see patterns others don’t? Maybe it’s because I’m not an
expert in anything. I’m a generalist. I have a degree in economics and an
interest in monetary theory, so I see some of the financial and currency
fraud. But I’m not so much of an economist that I have the institutional
blinders—the “inside-the-box” thinking—of academic economists. I’ve
had enough experience with mathematics, statistics, and mathematical modeling to understand the fundamental deceptions perpetrated by
“models.” I’m an avid student of history and see the parallels with other
dark times. My interest in past wars has helped me see what’s happening
in this current World War III. Having grown up during the Cold War, I
understand something of the disinformation and propaganda once again
engulfing our world.
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My lifelong spiritual quest gives me a broad view of the nature of this
spiritual war and its physical manifestations. I’m not a scientist, but my
career has intersected with scientists enough to glimpse how scientific
fraud works. I’ve dabbled enough in philosophy to see how its perversion has distorted the worldview of almost everyone. And perhaps the
dichotomy of being both a musician and an athlete, a humanitarian and
a hunter, a spiritualist and a strategist, I have achieved enough of a balance between left-brain and right-brain and between my masculine and
feminine natures to offer a bit of balance to a world desperately lacking it.
Breakthroughs often come when someone connects ideas from disparate
fields of study. That’s exactly what I’ve done in this book—connected dots
from seemingly unrelated fields to present a picture that very few people
perceive amidst the “noise” of too much data and deliberate obfuscation.
I want to help you see more clearly, or to at least perceive events differently. It’s not really a question of whether I’m right or wrong. No doubt
I am “wrong” about some things. We can perceive things from many sides,
many perspectives. Every perspective adds greater understanding. My
goal is to help you perceive differently so you can see the “connect-thedots” picture I see. We are at a turning point and we must choose either
right or left, freedom or slavery, life or death.
I’m sure you’ve noticed the crazy happenings all over our world in
recent years. Like me, you’ve probably asked, “What the hell is going on?”
No one seems to know. Crazy events seem isolated, spontaneous, unrelated. Lies and fraud seem to be everywhere. Who is telling the truth?
Who can you trust? We have trusted our institutions, governments, the
free press, and scientists. All that seems to have been a mistake.
How can there be a “climate emergency” when the climate has not
changed noticeably during my lifetime? How can the world be on the
brink of burning up when it’s colder now than at most points during
human civilization? How can we fight a war on drugs for fifty years yet
both the drug problem and the war apparatus constantly get bigger?
How could there be a worldwide “pandemic” when there were no
excess deaths anywhere in 2020? How can it be that “we’re all in this
together” when American billionaires added 40 percent to their aggregate
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net worth in less than a year while millions of ordinary people lost their
jobs or watched their businesses bankrupted?1
Why is it that the answer to every problem seems to be more power
and control for governments? Why is it that the real power doesn’t seem
to be in elected governments at all? Why is it that every government in
the Western World seems to be taking its marching orders from the World
Economic Forum? The WEF put out a propaganda film about “built back
better” and “the Great Reset,” and immediately every leader in the world
was parroting those terms. What the hell is going on?
What’s the connection between all these things? Is there a connection?
Are they all independent and randomly spontaneous social developments?
Is it all just an accident? Or are we the victims of a carefully planned and
targeted, multigenerational, totalitarian subversive war? These events
seem to be planned, but even if they weren’t, it doesn’t matter. Like pregnancy, planned or unplanned, the result is the same. Whether by accident
or conspiracy, we are on the road to totalitarian slavery.
We are quickly moving toward a one-world totalitarian government—
the New World Order—where most people will have been murdered and
the rest turned into mechanical/human cyborgs monitored and controlled
with artificial intelligence. Most work will be done by robots and most
human lives will be slavery. This is what the World Economic Forum and
the United Nations have planned. It’s not hard to understand. But it’s
hard to believe. It is unbelievable. You have to see the evidence to believe
it. That’s what this book is about—evidence.
Our “elites” have been using an ever-widening web of fraud to hide
their totalitarian control. We are being manipulated with fear to willingly
acquiesce to an ever-greater loss of freedom and independence.
But there is hope. We can still escape to freedom. But freedom comes
with responsibility. There’s a spiritual dimension—and this is key. The
war is being waged against us with fear. We must respond with love, the
opposite of fear. In this spiritual war, our strategy is love, our tactic is
forgiveness, and our weapon is nonviolent noncooperation.
Humans are fundamentally spiritual beings. That’s why the transhuman cyborg is devolution, not evolution—a step down, not a step up. It is
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not integration with machines that will make us better—it is integration
with God. That’s where we will find both freedom and the kind of life
everyone imagines as ideal. Life is never really ideal. An ideal, by definition, is something unattainable. We have an image of an “ideal life,” where
every person is treated with dignity and respect, where we live in peace
and love with each other, where all are free to pursue their own goals and
legitimate desires, where we behave as stewards of the world around us,
and where we help ever, hurt never. We are far from that ideal. But we
could come much closer to it. In fact, I think it is our destiny to do so.
The hour is late. We have been asleep. We have been surrendering
in every battle because we didn’t even know we were at war. Now is the
final battle. I am not exaggerating. It may already be too late. Like the
tiny army of men before the Gates of Mordor, we shiver in fear. Many
have lost hope in the success of Frodo, the small, Christlike suffering
hero struggling against the overwhelming powers of darkness. We feel
individually powerless. Yet Frodo dwells within each of us. We have forgotten what power lies within every human heart. Perhaps I am naïve to
think we might still win back our freedom and prevent the destruction
of the whole world. Let me explain what I see going on and how I think
we can still win.

CHAPTER 1

The Spiritual Perspective
“Telling the truth is the secret of all true spirituality,
and in order to tell the truth, you must find
out what truth is.” —NIRMALA

T

he way we have been taught to see the world is not how the world is.
Only by perceiving differently can we see the truth. On the surface, this
concept may seem strange, but there is always a different way to see the
world. Do you see the world the way CNN presents it? Do you see the
world the way the president of the United States sees it? Do you see the
world the way the Dahlia Lama sees it? You can be sure that you don’t
see the world the way God sees it. As you read this book, please be open
to perceiving things differently.
The greatest miracle is to change your perception. Perceive differently, and the world you see changes. If you are willing to accept it, what
you perceive is a projection of what you believe. Belief is that powerful.
Control of belief is the most powerful control. As we will see in this book,
you have given that power to others. Take it back.
Many of the people and institutions we have trusted our whole lives
can no longer be trusted. They have methodically lied for years, in some
cases for decades, in a way that can only be called fraud. Thus, the title
and theme of this book. When we begin to compare the lies to the evidence, we see a pattern and we see the motivation for the lies and fraud.
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This is a very difficult change of worldview—of perception. Making even
small changes to our worldview is difficult.
Perceiving differently and questioning the official stories challenges us on every level of our being. It is an intellectual challenge
because we have to sift through evidence to discern what is fact and
what is not. It is a psychological challenge because part of our identity
is tied up with our understanding of our society and the world around
us. Changing our understanding of the world means changing our
understanding of who we are in that world. It is also a spiritual challenge because part of the reason we are here in this material world is
to discern truth from illusion.
It’s not surprising then, that many people refuse to deal with these
challenges and prefer to simply go along with what they are told by “official” sources. But today, so many “official” stories are completely at odds
with observable evidence. And so many people who are legitimate experts
in their fields are censored and labelled as “conspiracy theorists” that
ordinary folks cannot help but ask, “What the hell is going on?” To think
that our most trusted institutions are completely corrupt and fraudulent
is just too much for many people to accept. They will reject these ideas
without seriously considering them. At the outset, please understand that
very little in this book is opinion, speculation, or theory. Almost everything is verifiable fact, evidence, and history.
It seems simple, but it’s really so complex I had to write a whole book
just to scratch the surface of it. I have tried to present evidence to help
you perceive things differently without overwhelming you. Let’s begin
with my central theme: lies and fraud.

The Consequence of Lies
For democracy and a free society to flourish, truth and honesty are
required. Lies are destructive on so many levels. We have taken for
granted that most people are basically good and honest. This has changed.
Honesty used to be one of the most valued virtues in Western civilization.
This is no longer true. The consequences are immense.
Totalitarianism, the opposite of democracy, is based on lies and deceit.
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If we allow these to flourish, we will end up in communism, fascism, or
some other variety of totalitarianism.
When Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn was expelled from the Soviet Union
in 1974, he wrote a farewell essay to his countrymen titled “Live Not By
Lies.”1 His point was that if you refuse to accept the lies, communism
will collapse. Communism is a system built on lies. It is a debilitating
and dehumanizing life of lies that destroys the human—body, mind, and
spirit. St. John Paul II called it the pulverization of the human person.2
Anyone who has lived under communism knows this. The Russian
writer Elena Gorokhova said in A Mountain of Crumbs, “The rules are
simple: they lie to us, we know they’re lying, they know we know they’re
lying, but they keep lying to us, and we keep pretending to believe them.”3
Here is a basic pattern to learn. Mistakes frequently occur one at a
time; lies, never. As most of us discovered in our youth, you can never tell
just one lie. The first lie always needs a second lie to cover up the first,
and a third to cover up the second, and so on. One lie quickly becomes a
web of lies. A web of lies is never the pattern of a mistake. It is always the
pattern of fraud. Most people have assumed that our leaders are chronically stupid and have made mistake after mistake. A web of mistakes is
nearly as rare as a unicorn. These people are not idiots, but liars. These
are not errors, but frauds. It’s all about pattern recognition—and never
assume you have found the pattern of a unicorn.
As I look around our society today, I am surrounded by lies, many
of which will be exposed in this book. Do not acquiesce to the fraud and
lies surrounding you. Do not accept lies from your friends, your family,
your neighbors, your bosses, your employees, your teachers, your pupils,
your politicians, your doctors, your lawyers, your judges—not even from
yourself. Accept only truth. Seek the truth. As St. Paul says, “Let your
minds be filled with everything that is true” (Phil 4:8).4 And the Master
Teacher said, “Know the truth, and the truth will set you free” (Jn 8:32). 5
Freedom cannot coexist with lies.
I refer to spiritual leaders because our war is fundamentally a spiritual
war. It must be, because everything is fundamentally spiritual. As Pierre
Teilhard de Chardin famously said, “We are not human beings having a
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spiritual experience, we are spiritual beings having a human experience.”6
The spiritual dimension of our conflict has many levels. Whatever
your spiritual or religious background, you can perceive the truths
through the lens of your own understanding. You can even perceive it
simply through the lens of psychology and history.

Understanding the Spiritual Reality of Our Conflict
“But know that mercy and truth and justice and
love are the gift of the divine. And you may only
attain the knowledge of such by BEING such,
manifesting such, in thy daily walks of life—in thy
associations one with another.” —EDGAR CAYCE
To be human is to have a spirit—a soul, created by that benevolent creative
energy that I choose to call “God”—fused into a material, animal body.
Since some people are put off by the word “God,” let me be clear at the
outset that it doesn’t matter how you name or conceive this idea. Call it
“the Universe,” “the Source,” “Creative Forces,” “Infinite Intelligence.”
It doesn’t matter. Nobody fully understands it anyway.
We have both a higher nature—a divine nature—and a lower nature—
an animal nature. By focusing on our lower nature, we become more like
animals. By focusing on our higher nature, we become more like God, our
Father. It is an important spiritual law that whatever we focus our attention on grows. That is the essence of free will. We choose. We can raise
ourselves higher than angels or drag ourselves lower than animals. The
human species has produced almost godlike individuals—individuals who
have given us examples of transcendence, in whom we glimpse the divine
within ourselves. Yet the human species has also produced individuals
more horrible than the worst creature in horror movies. Animals kill
only for food or protection. Yet humans can kill each other for dozens of
insignificant reasons—even for the simple sadistic joy of killing. Animals
don’t do this. Only humans can sink to this level. That is the blessing and
the curse of free will.
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God gives us free will as, perhaps, the greatest spiritual gift. It is an
absolutely crucial aspect of our spirit, mind, and body. Take away our
free will, and we cease to be truly human. It is impossible to overstate the
importance of free will. We will see this again and again.
We can perceive the spiritual aspect of the present conf lict
in many ways.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Lower Human Needs vs. Higher Human Needs
Western Tradition: Darkness vs. Light
Fear vs. Love
Controlling Others vs. Controlling Self
Eastern Tradition: Energy Centers
A New Great Age
Let’s look at each one more carefully.

Lower Human Needs vs. Higher Human Needs
Those who have no religious or spiritual understanding can perceive
our present situation in psychological terms. The famous psychologist
Abraham Maslow developed his hierarchy of human needs from the obvious idea that some of our needs and desires are more basic and urgent than
others. For example, if you are choking, nothing matters except getting
air. If you are dying of thirst, nothing matters except getting water. Even
though it’s presented in various levels, Maslow was clear that life is not so
cut-and-dried. Even little children experience the love of beauty (aesthetic
needs) and the joy that comes from helping others (self-transcendence).
Through the power of your own will, you can transcend lower needs and
focus on higher ones, as thousands of heroic stories from POW camps
attest. Yet the logic of the hierarchy is self-evident. In a healthy person,
all these needs will be understood, acted upon, and some level of fulfillment achieved.7
1. Biological Needs: air, water, food, clothing, sleep, shelter, sex.
2. Safety Needs: personal security, employment, health,
resources, property.
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3. Love and Belonging Needs: friendship, intimacy, family, sense of
connection.
4. Esteem Needs: respect, self-esteem, status, recognition,
strength, freedom.
5. Cognitive Needs: knowledge, understanding, curiosity, exploration, meaning, predictability.
6. Aesthetic Needs: beauty, form, balance, art, culture.
7. Self-Actualization Needs: desire to become all that one can be, creativity, desire for peak experiences and personal growth.
8. Self-Transcendence Needs: spiritual and psychic experiences, service to others, pursuit of ideals, realization that fulfillment comes
only from going beyond the self.
Our present world is mostly focused on the lower two levels of
Maslow’s hierarchy. We must seek a balance and develop all eight levels
of human needs. The next level that requires work is love.

Western Tradition: Darkness vs. Light
The Western religious traditions (Judaism, Christianity, Islam) teach a
dualistic spiritual understanding that I summarize as Darkness vs. Light.
You can perceive this concept as Satan vs. God, material vs. spiritual,
and so on. In a very simplified understanding of the human condition,
we can perceive ourselves as animals (our lower/egoic self) with a higher
self that is spiritual (our higher/divine self ). Pick whichever terms you
are familiar with. We are, in a sense, higher or more developed than
all other animals. Our higher nature perceives beauty, communicates,
creates, modifies its environment, loves, has greater sentience, perceives
a divine reality, and seeks meaning to a much greater extent than any
other animal.
Many people today, and our present society in general, are mostly
focused on our animal nature. But we have come to a point in the development of human civilization that we face the very real risk of destroying
ourselves if we don’t raise our focus to our higher self. This is the essence
of the Great Awakening—awakening to our spiritual nature.
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Those who understand the human condition as an amalgam of divine
self (or soul, or higher self) and ego (or egoic self, or animal/instinctive
nature) will understand that disaster ensues if we allow ourselves to be
ruled by the ego. We must focus our attention on our divine self to rise
above the fear that characterizes the ego, and live in the consciousness
of universal love—our divine nature.
Jesus directed us to turn away from material things—wealth, power,
and the desires of the body. He directed us to focus on spiritual things,
and the way to do this is through love.

Fear vs. Love
It may seem surprising, but fear is the opposite of love. You might think
it is hatred, but if you meditate on this you will realize that hatred is the
child of fear. Think about what you hate, and you will find fear behind
it. Dispel the fear, and the hatred dissolves. Every true spiritual teaching
insists there is nothing to fear. We dispel fear with love. If you can fill
yourself with love, all fear melts away like a snowman in July. St. John
said, “Perfect love drives out fear” (1 Jn 4:18).8
Jesus taught love. The elites of his time—like the elites of all times—
were focused on money and power. Jesus taught that love was what they
were missing. Love completes the Law of Moses. Love is what helps
you transcend power and money, what raises you to a higher level of
consciousness—what Jesus called the “Kingdom of God.” Every true
spiritual tradition teaches love, but only with Jesus was it the main
focus. He made it so simple. We have complicated it. Jesus summed up
all spiritual teaching with “Love God, love everyone.” All the rest is
commentary. Two thousand years later, we still haven’t learned that
simple lesson. We have been working on it long enough. The final
exam is upon us.

Controlling Others vs. Controlling Self (Free Will)
We can also perceive this dichotomy as controlling others vs. controlling
self. The desire to control others ultimately leads to totalitarianism and
slavery—great power for a few, great servitude for many, the destruction
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of free will, and the descent to a lower level of spiritual consciousness and
material existence. True spiritual traditions teach their followers to work
on self-control, not the control of others. Each of us is on our own unique
and individual spiritual journey. We cannot live the life of another, nor
travel the path of another, nor truly help another by controlling them. In
controlling others, you take away their free will and make them dependent upon you. Just as we know when raising our children, you truly
help others when you help them to be independent—when you help them
to exercise their own free will wisely.
You may have heard the ancient Chinese aphorism. Give a man a
fish and you feed him for a day. Teach a man to fish and you feed him
for a lifetime. I say, give a man a fish and you make him your slave. (He
is dependent upon you for his survival.) Teach him how to fish, and you
set him free. Any attempt to control others is ultimately detrimental to
them and to us on every level.
On a political level, controlling ourselves rather than others results in
democracy and liberty. If you did not notice the creeping social control
over the past decades, you must have noticed it during this covid fraud.
Everyone in the world has been coerced to do silly, nonsensical, and selfdestructive things because of the incredible political, legal, and social
control that now exists in our society.
As you read through this book, keep in the back of your mind this
question: “Are these people seeking to control themselves or to control
others?” It’s an illuminating question. Fear and evil seek to control others. Love seeks to control only the self.

Eastern Traditions: Energy Centers
From the perspective of Eastern religious traditions (Hinduism,
Buddhism), we can see this conflict in terms of our energy centers, which
are called chakras. Here is a quick and superficial explanation.9
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Chakra

Location

Major Focus

Perspective of One
Under This Influence

1

Base of
the spine

Security
& Survival

Everyone is a potential
threat—xenophobia.

2

Genitals

Sex

Constantly on the prowl for
new sexual experiences or
partners, fantasizing about sex.

3

Solar
plexus

4

Center of
the chest

5

Throat

6

7

Third eye—
Midforehead

Top of
the head

Constantly striving to assess
Status & Power and improve power relationships
and image in the eyes of others.
Agape Love

Sees every personal
interaction as an experience
of universal love.

Every personal interaction
Creativity &
stimulates creativity—something
Communication
is produced or planned.

Psychic
Awareness

The inner senses are awakened.
Personal interactions are
perceived on an energetic level,
auras may be seen, energy
dynamics are perceived in
others and in relationships.

Transcendence

Sees all things and people
as Maya (illusion). Others
are perceived as unique
manifestations of the Oneness.
The person is detached from
the world—in the world but
not of it—and has compassion
for others’ suffering but
is not perturbed by it.

You may notice the obvious similarity between the chakras and
Maslow’s human needs. It reflects the unity of our triune nature—spirit,
mind, and body. Just as every healthy person expresses all levels of
Maslow’s needs, everyone perceives and expresses through all seven
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chakras, though not equally. Each chakra has its own energy, its own
power. All are important, as is the balance of these energies. It’s not that
the lower chakras (security, sex, power) are “bad.” It’s not an issue of good
or bad. It’s a question of balancing the energies—controlling our sexual
energy and directing it in creative and productive ways, focusing our
desire to control others into a desire to control ourselves, transmuting
our survival instinct and suspicion of others into a universal love for all
people, and transcending the material to perceive our Oneness.
The philosophies and ideologies dominating our world are exclusively
focused on the lower three chakras—fear, xenophobia, sex, and power.
This is partly because these ideologies are Materialistic, denying the
existence of any aesthetic or spiritual reality, as we will see in chapter 2.
Fear, sex, and power are the tools of manipulation and control being
used against us. They draw our attention to the lower three chakras and
leave us unbalanced. The heart chakra, the sense of universal love, is the
pivot between the lower/material and the higher/transcendent chakras.
Love is the key. Love is the answer. In the perception of the first chakra,
everyone is an enemy to be feared. In the perception of the seventh chakra,
everyone is an alternate expression of oneself, to be loved as oneself. We
must balance our chakra energies and perceive differently.
As individuals and as a society, we must make the transition from
the third chakra to the fourth—from a focus on power to a focus on love.
This is the transformation the earth is presently going through. Some call
it the transition from third density to fourth density. Love and wisdom
(found in the higher chakras) must control the lower chakras if we are to
ascend spiritually and have material peace on earth. If we remain stuck
in the energies of the lower three chakras, humanity will devour itself.
There is no end to the lust for power; it must be transcended with love.

A New Great Age
Many esoteric traditions teach that the world, and human consciousness,
moves through various great ages with different dominant characteristics. For example, Hindu cosmology describes the Yuga Cycle with four
major divisions. We are currently in the Kali Yuga, or Iron Age, in which
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humanity is so disconnected from spiritual reality that most people can
only perceive the material world and not the spiritual world. Even though
there is a long time yet in the Kali Yuga, humanity is beginning its spiritual ascent out of this dark age and into a more spiritually enlightened age.
Many will recall the hype around 2012 (really 2011), the end of the
Mayan calendar and the supposed end of the world. But it was not the end
of the world, but the end of the age. The calendar represents stages of consciousness, and we have now entered the stage of universal consciousness.
In Western Astrology, the ages are divided into the twelve sections
of the zodiac and each age lasts about two thousand years. Jesus ushered
in the Age of Pisces, which is now ending. We are transitioning into the
Age of Aquarius, which, compared to the Age of Pisces, will be dominated
by humanitarianism rather than authoritarianism, spirituality rather
than religion, natural law rather than man’s law, love rather than power.
We can perceive the changes we are presently seeing in the world as
the move to a new great age. You can call this shift an enlightenment,
an awakening, an apocalypse. The transition will be unsettling, messy,
chaotic. Yet every esoteric tradition teaches that we are moving into an
age of greater spiritual connectedness and enlightenment—a better world.
This perspective should give us great hope. Your choice is to work on your
own spiritual ascension or to descend into a darker existence. You will
choose either love or fear.

Love and Forgiveness: The Way Out Is the Way Up
The world is going through a spiritual transition. It is a spiritual war—a
test like the “refiner’s fire” which purifies us. It is a trial we must pass
through, like boot camp for the soul. How you perceive the transition
is less important than understanding it is happening and recognizing
that we have a choice to evolve to a higher level of spiritual development
or devolve to a lower level. This choice hinges on our choice of love or
fear. Love will cause us to ascend, fear to descend. You can choose only
for yourself.
Our adversary wants to keep us mired in fear, hatred, and division, as
well as distracted by sex, money, power, and the gratification of material
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desires. Whatever is done to us in the great frauds of our time, if we
respond in kind—with anger, hatred, fear, and violence—we lose. If we
respond with the weapons that are used against us, humanity will consume itself. We must respond with God’s weapon—love. Our strategy is
love, our tactic is forgiveness, and our weapon is nonviolent noncooperation. Only by responding with love will we pass through this time of
“trial by fire.” We can ascend to a higher consciousness and a world of
peace only through love.
Everyone in our world is hurting, is wounded, is in need of healing.
Only forgiveness heals. Only forgiveness dissolves the bonds of karma.
Only forgiveness opens your heart and allows you to love. People have
tried to heal our wounds with revenge, with restitution and retribution,
even with fake reconciliation—all to no avail. The freedom we seek—not
just political freedom, but emotional freedom, professional freedom, spiritual freedom—can only be found in the healing that comes from forgiveness. Instead of attacking others, criticizing others, and judging others,
we must forgive others.
Only by turning to God within will we perceive, with spiritual eyes,
this spiritual war and understand our role in transforming ourselves and
our world. Only by turning again to God can we regain our freedom.
Those of you who know the Bible will remember that every time the
people of Israel turned away from God, destruction followed. We’ve done
it again. Western civilization has turned away from God.
You may wonder how and why we turned away from God, and how
this can possibly matter. It matters for several reasons. One is that ideas
have consequences. The fate of civilizations ultimately rests upon the
ideas that motivate the masses. In the next chapter, we turn our attention to the ideas that dominate our thinking and how that came to be.
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What You Can Do Now
1. It’s all about pattern recognition. Look for patterns—in ideas, behaviors, and events. People lie. Actions reveal motives. Your analysis of
patterns will lead you to the truth.
2. Love. Find ways to incorporate more love into your thinking, speaking, and acting. Only through love can we, both individually and
collectively, transcend the fear, division, hatred, and addiction that
enslaves everyone.
3. Most importantly, turn back to God—especially if you have turned
away from God. Recognize that you are an eternal spiritual being on
a spiritual journey. Seek your own spiritual development in whatever
way seems best to you. In truth, there are no wrong paths to God.
4. Pray and meditate. Both are important to developing your connection
to the spirit within you and without you. Prayer is talking to God.
Meditation is listening. God is always speaking to us; we are rarely
listening. Meditation develops our listening skills. God is the loving
Father who will guide us if we allow Him. God is the Force who never
forces. Free will is at the root of our “humanness.” Join free will to
love, and you will become the best you can be.
5. Join a spiritual community that suits you. Meet weekly with other
like-minded people to help each other—help on your spiritual journeys,
on your understanding of what is really going on in the world, and in
meeting your material needs in the difficult times that are upon us.
6. Read this book, read other books, open your eyes, widen your perspective, and see the lies and fraud that surround us. Lies enslave.
The truth will set you free.
7. Live not by lies. Do not accept or acquiesce to the lies and fraud. Resist
with the strategy of love, the tactic of forgiveness, and the weapon of
nonviolent noncooperation.

CHAPTER 19

Solutions—The Escape to Freedom
“Liberty is not the right to do as we please but
the opportunity to do what is right.”
—REVEREND PETER MARSHALL

A New Level of Thinking
“A new type of thinking is essential if mankind is to survive
and move toward higher levels.” —ALBERT EINSTEIN

I

f we accept that nuclear weapons can be used in war and that war can be
used to solve problems, then sooner or later we will arrive at the destruction of all life on this planet. In fact, we have come very close to this on
at least three occasions during my lifetime. Since no one considers this
a desirable outcome, we must find a different way of thinking—a different way of solving problems. As a general rule for both individuals and
nations, we must find solutions that do not involve killing people. We are
better than that. We have to be better than that.
Communism is a philosophy of power. Einstein correctly observed
that we cannot solve our problems of power on the level that created
those problems. We cannot allow ourselves to take the path of violence.
Totalitarianism concentrates power into few hands. As the founding
fathers understood, freedom can only exist when power is dispersed—when
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it is in the hands of everyone. We’ve had our warning. We need a new
paradigm—a new way of thinking. Let me illustrate what I mean with an
example from history.
Up to medieval times, cities had protective walls. If anyone had suggested tearing them down and living differently, they would have been
rejected as a fool. Yet today no cities have defensive walls. What happened? Artillery happened. Artillery made city walls useless, and people
had to think differently. Today, we must once again rethink our “walls.”
But these are not physical walls.
There is a new iron curtain going up everywhere in the world, but it
does not separate geography. World War III is unlike any war in history.
In this fifth-generation war, the enemy is invisible. The weapons are electronic, psychological, chemical, and biological. The new iron curtain is
tearing apart every family, every community, every nation. We are at war
with ourselves. Walls are going up between brothers and sisters, husbands
and wives, parents and children. The True Believers who are hypnotized
are on one side, the Rebels who perceive what’s going on are on the other
side. As I have said many times, this is fundamentally a spiritual war and
our defense must be spiritual—fought with love, not with force. We must
reach across these walls with love and extend a loving hand to anyone who
is willing to open their eyes and hearts. The new iron curtain also tries to
separate us from God. Seek Him within. He is as close as your breathing.
Just as the lie of Marxism and its physically destructive results stems
from a spiritual lie—the denial of God—humanity’s physical salvation lies
in a spiritual truth. Almost paradoxically, to solve the problems of the
world, we must go beyond the world. To solve the problems of philosophy, we must go beyond philosophy. To solve the problems of man, we
must turn to God.
The human race has a choice between rebirth and catastrophe. Either
we move beyond our present way of thinking, or we will descend into a
living hell of violence and oppression. There is no longer a middle path.
Fear holds us in the egoic, animal state of consciousness. Love moves us
into the divine state of consciousness. The walls we have to tear down
are the walls that stop us from loving our neighbors—all our neighbors.
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We Have Forgotten God—The Spiritual War
“The most profound analysts of the totalitarian
societies of the 20th-century…come to the same
conclusion. The totalitarian states would not have
been possible without the moral corruption of the
individuals within that society.” —JORDAN PETERSON
Journalist Jean Chen related the following story in a recent article.
In 1983, at the Templeton Prize award ceremony in London,
Alexander Solzhenitsyn, a survivor of the Soviet Gulag concentration camp, began his remarks with the following memorable words:
“More than half a century ago, while I was still a child,
I recall hearing a number of older people offer the following
explanation for the great disasters that had befallen Russia:
Men have forgotten God; that’s why all this has happened.
“Since then I have spent well-nigh fifty years working
on the history of our Revolution…But if I were asked today
to formulate as concisely as possible the main cause of the
ruinous Revolution that swallowed up some sixty million of
our people, I could not put it more accurately than to repeat:
Men have forgotten God; that’s why all this has happened.”1
We must turn to God. If we succeed in this spiritual war, our victory
will be a spiritual victory. And every spiritual war is fought within. Our
descent into technocratic totalitarianism is fundamentally caused by
the denial of God, which is the denial of love; the worship of power and
wealth; the practice of violence, greed, envy, and oppression. It is the
choice of death instead of life.
The human disaster that the Deep State oligarchs are heading
toward springs from the materialist philosophy of Karl Marx—from
a worldview that denies God and attempts to destroy God. We need a
higher level of thinking. Humans are not electro-chemical machines to
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be compared with robots in a simple measure of efficiency. Our purpose
for being in this world is not simply a selfish, hedonistic enjoyment of
material comforts. And reality itself is not just material reality. Things
are not as they seem.
It should come as no surprise that a philosophy that denies the soul,
sees human existence only through the narrow lens of eternal class conflict, and exalts power as the supreme human virtue, results in a hell on
earth, bereft of peace and love and joy, and most notable for its pulverization of the human person. If you accept the existence of God in any way,
then you should be able to understand this cause-consequence relationship. As individuals, and as a society, we either move toward God or away
from God. As we move toward God, we will increasingly experience the
presence of God: love, peace, joy, compassion, honesty, justice, equality. As we move away from God, especially if we try to attack God, we
will increasingly experience the opposite: fear, hatred, anger, violence,
destruction, envy, greed, pride, selfishness.
In Truth, there is a greater reality—a spiritual reality—of which the
material world is merely a projection, a reflection, an avatar. We are spiritual beings having a human experience. We are created in the image and
likeness of God. God is Light and Love. So are we. We are eternal beings
of Light and Love. Our purpose in this world is to love, to be love, to
manifest in physical form the love that we truly are, to be portals through
which the Love that is God shines forth into materiality.
This is the higher level of thinking that will lead us out of the darkness
that is closing in around us. When we begin to incorporate this thinking
into our actions, there will be no need to fight against racism or sexism or
any other “ism.” There will be no need to fight anything. Love does not
fight. Love is what you are. The only difficult question becomes “What
does love look like in this particular situation?” For Love is not always
gentle—sometimes it is firm. Love does not always say “yes”—sometimes it
says “no.” Love is the beginning for some things—but the ending for other
things. Love always forgives—but Love does not remove consequences.
Love does not wish for pain—neither does it avoid pain. There is a time
for everything under the sun, and the time has come for some things to
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end. The time has come for lies to end, for fraud to end, for corruption to
end, for excessive state and quasi-state power to end. The time has come
for a new rebirth of freedom.
The Deep State seeks power over others. But the greatest power is
God. The power we seek will not be found in AI but in God—in uniting
ourselves with God so completely that His power works through us. Our
future lies in realizing that we are One in spirit, not in government. Our
unity lies in our humanity and in our spiritual kinship, not in any oneworld government.
The Deep State’s oppression is sparking a reaction—a reaction of Love.
People everywhere, perhaps faced with the common enemy of communism and billionaire oligarchs, are awakening to our common essence.
Our uprising in love will lead not only to our emancipation from world
tyranny but also to a unity of peace, respect, and understanding that
has been the eternal vision of reformers. But the reformation must be in
our own hearts. The time has come for all of us to embrace our oneness
as members of the human family. To realize there are no strangers, only
friends we haven’t met yet. It is the unity of good that will abolish the
tyranny of evil.
There is no utopia. Perfection is not a characteristic of this universe.
Human existence is always full of problems and difficulties. We constantly
encounter other people who are selfish, hateful, egotistic, prideful, violent, and fearful. And we constantly encounter these evils within our own
hearts. Part of our purpose in this life is to learn to deal with all this and
to transcend it through love. If there were no problems, then we would
have no opportunity to choose love. The choice to improve the world is
always the choice to improve ourselves, never to coerce others.
Whatever sin or evil you think you see in another, it is within you—
since we are all one. You can never correct the evil by condemning your
brother. You must replace it with love in your own heart. These beautiful
words of Edgar Cayce are perhaps even more appropriate today than when
he first spoke them almost a century ago in the depths of the Second World
War. They summarize the attitude and actions we must adopt today, in
the depths of the Third World War.
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Men may not have the same idea, but man, all men may have
the same ideal.
As the spirit of God moved to bring peace and harmony
out of chaos, so must the Spirit now move over the earth and
magnify itself in the hearts and minds and souls of men that
they may dwell together in peace, harmony and understanding; for peace and harmony may only come from having the
one ideal as set by Him who gave: “Thou shalt love the Lord
thy God with all thine heart, thine neighbor as thyself.” This
is the whole law, this the answer to the world’s troubles today.
This ideal in the heart and soul of each will bring peace and
plenty out of chaos.
How shall this be brought about? As each, in his respective sphere, puts into action that which he knows to be the
fulfilling of that ideal, that law of love, so will the little leaven
the whole lump.
Man’s answer to everything has been POWER—power of
money, power of position, power of this, that or the other. This
has never been God’s way. Rather, little by little, line upon line,
here a little, there a little. When individuals have taken thought
of others, they have kept the world intact. Where there were
ten just persons, even, many a city, many a nation, has been
saved from destruction. We may feel or think the lesson given
Abraham as he viewed the cities of the plain and plead for them
is an allegorical story, a beautiful tale to be told children that
it might bring fear into their hearts, but may it not warm our
hearts today? Will you make your own heart right and answer
for your brother and neighbor? Who is your neighbor? he that
lives next door, or he that lives on the other side of the world?
Rather, he who has faltered, he who has fallen by the way; he
is your neighbor, and you must answer for him.2
What we need most today is not AI or 5G. There is no real need to
be served by robots or to have our cars drive themselves or to have our
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refrigerators tell us when the cottage cheese is moldy or to download
video games in three seconds to our cell phones or to pay for our beer by
waving our hand at a scanner or for our phone to tell us our blood pressure. We have no need to idle away our lives playing video games in a
fantasy metaverse.
But there is a need for every soul on earth to find the true meaning
of their life through creative service to their brothers and sisters. There
is a need for every one of us to help those around us to become all they
can be. Perhaps ironically, it is in this way that we become all that we
can be. As Maslow finally realized, self-actualization is achieved through
self-transcendence.
Your mission, should you choose to accept it, is to manifest this
reality in your own life. The Real Great Reset needs to be dismantling
the apparatus of oppression and setting free your brothers and sisters.
We are fighting a battle against darkness, and the weapon of darkness
is fear. Love disarms fear. The way you look at the world is the way
the world looks back at you. Look with eyes of love. We are warriors
of love. We are leaving the consciousness of fear and moving into the
consciousness of love. This is the new level of thinking that will save
all of us from disaster.

Justice, Forgiveness, and Healing
“The weak can never forgive. Forgiveness is
the attribute of the strong.” —GANDHI
Many of you are ready to leave behind power struggles, strife, and hatred.
Many are not. We need enough loving and forgiving people in our world
that those who foment hatred and war no longer have the power to get
others to follow them. Healing past injustices only comes through forgiveness—for ALL healing comes through forgiveness. Forgive yourself
and forgive others. Replace your guilt and blame with love. The path of
love does not travel through justice but through forgiveness. Desire for
justice quickly transmutes into the desire for revenge.
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But what of justice? We cannot simply forgive everything and allow
ourselves to be enslaved by liars, thieves, murderers, and communists.
Nor can we allow ourselves to descend into the same murderous rage that
we decry in others. How are we to balance forgiveness on the one hand
with justice on the other hand? This is always difficult.
The balance between forgiveness and justice was beautifully captured
in the famous words of Jesus to the woman who was caught in adultery.
The law of that time and place was clear. She was to be stoned to death.
Jesus’s final words to her were, “Neither do I condemn thee: go, and sin no
more” (John 8:11). In short, “I’m not going to kill you, but you must stop
doing those things.” The unspoken implication being that if she doesn’t
stop committing adultery, sooner or later, she will be killed.
So it is with the liars, thieves, murderers, and communists who are
running our world. We must remove them from their positions where they
have been abusing their power. They should stand trial where there is
clear evidence of criminality. But just as there is no justice and no peace in
throwing stones at sin, we cannot simply grab our guns and start shooting
people. That will turn us into murderers, drag our nations into endless
violence, and hasten the advent of totalitarianism and world destruction.
The balance between justice and forgiveness is to be found in nonviolent
noncooperation.

Nonviolent Noncooperation
“One hundred thousand Englishman cannot
control three hundred million Indians if the
Indians simply refuse to cooperate.” —GANDHI
As I have said before, we must follow the example of Mahatma Gandhi.
In this spiritual war, our strategy is love, our tactic is forgiveness, our
weapon is nonviolent noncooperation. If the majority of people refuse
to cooperate with the dictatorial decrees of their government, that government will fall.
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Millions of us all over the free world have been abdicating our responsibility to democracy. We have been “going along” with encroaching
totalitarianism. Every one of us must find the courage to stand up and
say “No.” We must say “no” to social media cancel smears. We must say
“No, we don’t fire people from our company based on social media smear
campaigns and trolls. We have a fair process in our company for resolving
disagreements between people and healing relationships. If you have a
complaint against our employee, you can come to our office and discuss
it. Otherwise, go away.”
We must have the courage to stop financing totalitarian NGOs, and
even political parties who don’t stand up for liberty and honesty. We
must stop funding fraudulent science that is ideologically motivated. We
must stop wearing useless face masks and allowing the government to
inject unknown substances and biological weapons into our bodies. We
must stop allowing our uniformed neighbors and friends to chastise us
for visiting our children, playing sports, or singing.
We must stop the 5G system, which is fundamentally a weapons
system. It is electromagnetic pollution that is destroying our minds
and bodies. We must remove ourselves from the UN completely and all
its many fraudulent control arms. We must re-establish sovereignty—
of individuals, communities, and nation states. We must re-create our
lost democracy. We must not allow the digitalization of everything.
Especially, refuse to participate in the digital ID and digital currency systems.
Stop listening to music that appeals to your lowest animal nature
and leads you to violence and hatred. Listen instead to music that uplifts,
inspires, and leads to transcendence. Reject the Culture of Death, the
Philosophy of Death, in all its many manifestations and turn again to
God—in whatever way and along whatever path seems true to you and
leads to love.
Stop watching television. It is through your screens that the government is controlling your mind. You must be a watchful gatekeeper of your
mind and your consciousness. Over 90 percent of what you see there is
not real. It is fiction. Media is narrative, and we are in a war of narratives.
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Even the news is theater. It is carefully constructed so you will love the
protagonist and hate the antagonist. The producers have already picked
these roles for you. You are not making these judgments for yourself. You
are simply absorbing the value judgments that someone else is intentionally foisting upon you to manipulate you. And Netflix is no better than
the news. As bizarre as this sounds, it is all a giant web of mind control.
Shut it all off. Be free.

The Rule of Law
“Liberty lies in the hearts of men and women; when it
dies there, no constitution, no law, no court can save
it; no constitution, no law, no court can even do much
to help it.” —JUDGE BILLINGS LEARNED HAND
Everyone must insist on the rule of law, not the rule of quasi-dictators or
the rule by law. Stand up for law and justice, particularly if you are part
of the justice system—police, lawyers, prosecutors, judges, prison guards,
soldiers. Remember that your allegiance is first to God, to justice, and to
your constitution. International law at the Nuremberg trials affirmed
that following orders is not a legal defense for any crime. You are called
to maintain peace and order and to protect the weak from the abuses of
the powerful. That is the noble task entrusted to you. Have courage. You
signed on to be strong. Be strong. You have the duty to suppress violence,
not stand idly by while rioters destroy property and assault peaceful
citizens. You can refuse to enforce decrees that violate the constitution.
You can refuse to issue tickets to people who simply choose to go to work,
to open their businesses, to go for a walk in the park, or to attend their
church. The freedoms to do these things are guaranteed in your constitution and in Natural Law.
You must have to courage to say “No” to your superiors when they
give you orders that contravene divine law or constitutional law. You will
face consequences. There are consequences for every action. However
scary it might seem at the time, acting with love and justice brings the
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most favorable consequences possible. However bitter the pill of honesty
may seem, the sickness of lies is worse.
Politicians, scientists, doctors, journalists, judges, lawyers—you have
a fiduciary duty you are ignoring while you perpetrate fraud on the
whole world. You will be brought to justice. You cannot escape the consequences of your present fraud. You are complicit unless you stand up
for truth. It’s time for all of you to come clean, tell the truth, and give
up the lies and fraud and subversion that you have been perpetrating
on the rest of us. The time has come to re-establish the rule of law, not
the rule of men.

The End of Geopolitics
“You never change things by fighting the existing reality.
To change something, build a new model that makes the
existing model obsolete.” —BUCKMINSTER FULLER
Geopolitics is the study and practice of power. It is the grand game of
global despots. People and nations are but pawns in this game of world
domination. It’s time to put away the game and start behaving like adults.
No one can control the whole world. Any attempt to do so will kill us all.
Once you let go of your fear of your fellow human, your desire to
control him vanishes. There is no need to fear a strong Iran, or a strong
Turkey, or a strong Egypt, or a strong Iraq. There is no possibility that any
of these countries could attack the United States, or Britain, or Germany.
Nor do the people who live there have any desire to do so. We are being
destroyed by our own fear. Let go of fear. Embrace the love that you are.
Leave behind the adolescent game of geopolitical power—the giant game
of Risk that our childish leaders fret and strut about. This has put all of
us at risk. It’s time to just stop.
The game of geopolitics is enabled by the political structures that
have allowed power to be concentrated in so few hands. In almost every
country, the national government is supreme and the provincial and local
governments are, in a sense, creations of the national government. This
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is a “top-down” structure of power. We need to reverse this. We need
to recognize that the basic unit of sovereignty is the individual, then the
family, then the community, then the province, then the nation. Each
higher level must be firmly restricted in its legal ability to impinge on
the sovereignty of the lower levels. Power and responsibility need to be
pushed down as far as possible. There is no need for federal power over
education or health. These are concerns for the individual, the family,
and the community.
The basic unit of government is the community or municipality.
Various municipalities can voluntarily join together into leagues or provinces, somewhat akin to the Hanseatic League in Medieval Europe, or
the cantons of Switzerland. Municipalities can join or leave at will and
can define for themselves the benefits and responsibilities of membership. Such a league need not even be amongst geographically contiguous
communities. Finally, leagues may join into nation states or leave them if
they so choose. Thus, the power and responsibilities of governments are
pushed down to the lowest possible level, and the potential for despotism
is minimized because communities can simply leave. Under such a distribution of power, we would find little need for large standing armies
or for “intelligence” organizations. Those individuals, communities, and
leagues that are best able to foster cooperation, peace, and productivity
will attract people and wealth to themselves. Those who try to build
empires will find themselves isolated and powerless. This is the new level
of thinking we need to save our world.

The Butterfly Will Emerge
“The end result, we know, is a butterfly, but the truly
astonishing thing is that there is no structural similarity
at all between a caterpillar and a butterfly.” —ROB EVANS
The world, and all the people in it, are going through an almost unbelievable and historically unprecedented metamorphosis. We are in the
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chrysalis. The caterpillar calls this the end of the world. Wisdom calls it
a butterfly.
We are witnessing incredible destruction all around us. It is not just
the human deaths. We are seeing the destruction of society, of the arts,
of sports, of long-held beliefs, of whole professions, of industries, of our
social structure, of respect for people and professions, and the list goes
on. It is a form of societal collapse. This societal collapse is the final communist crisis and the excuse to impose totalitarian tyranny over the whole
world. We know it’s planned because we know every step leading up to
it has been planned, because these events perfectly match the pattern of
communist subversion, and because this societal collapse cannot possibly
occur naturally.
This darkness is already upon us. There is no escaping the consequences we have already set in motion. The 2020s will be the most tumultuous decade of our lives. Already, we are seeing brother turn against
brother. Social behavior is breaking down. Formerly good-willed people
are wishing death upon their neighbors. In public, people treat each other
with previously unheard-of cruelty while thinking themselves virtuous.
Every family is torn apart by “vaxxed” vs. “unvaxxed.” Politics is being
turned on its head. Leftists and rightists are aligning against tyranny.
The older ideological divisions are giving way. Every traditional political party is captured by this tyranny and is self-destructing. What was
inconceivable yesterday is happening today.
Economic disruption is everywhere. All the “shutdowns” were
planned and unnecessary. All the “supply chain disruptions” were
orchestrated for economic collapse. The “everything bubble” will soon
pop, and billions of people will lose their life’s savings. “By 2030 you
will own nothing” was never a prediction. It was the plan. We cannot
possibly have economic growth when so many resources are wasted. Just
think about how many people, both within governments and without,
are spending time and money dealing with nonexistent or engineered
problems: fighting drugs, fighting terrorism, fighting the climate, fighting a virus. Think of all the government regulations, the work to comply
with these regulations, the taxes, the weapons built then destroyed, the
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property destroyed, the lives snuffed out, the businesses disrupted, the
money misspent. Think about how much richer everyone would be if all
of us spent our time and effort actually solving real problems instead of
misspending our time, talents, money, and creative energy on destructive and useless activities.
Many will struggle in the coming economic tribulation. We will need
to help each other—our brothers and sisters. Do not turn to our corrupt
and unreliable governments. Do it yourself. It is darkest just before the
dawn. We are entering a great darkness before the light of spiritual love
shines through. You can bring darkness, or you can bring light. The
choice is yours.
No one is coming to save you. Too many Christians think that Jesus
will come on the clouds with a flaming sword to kill all the “bad guys”
and save the “good guys.” That’s not how it works. God gave you free will.
He put the tools of salvation into your hands. You must choose. Others
think the secret “white hats” will emerge in the final scene to destroy
the “black hats” and save the world. You’ve got the wrong film. Your life,
your fortune, and your sacred honor are in your hands alone.3 You must
choose. You must act.
Remember that totalitarianism is always based on mass formation
which is always based on an ideology—it’s not “bad guys” but ideology,
faulty thinking, distorted perception. You can never simply kill the “bad
guys” to end totalitarianism. Other despots will take their place as long
as people adhere to the ideology and the mass formation psychosis. You
must break the ideology, the lies, the constricted perception. As I have
said many times, only by perceiving differently can you see the truth and
avoid totalitarianism.
Those selfish people who seek to impose a modern “divine right of
kings” must be swept away with a new “magna carta.” Our new “magna
carta” must be not simply a power of barons to balance the power of kings
but a new constitution that prevents the accumulation of power that could
enslave others. It must recognize the rights and responsibilities of each
person for their own lives. The founding documents of the United States
attempted to do this. We must try again.
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Many people will resist this. Many will fear it. Responsibility is scary.
You might fail. That’s the chance you take with freedom. But without
freedom, you have no chance at all. Many will ask, “How will people
find work without the Department of Labor? How will people be healthy
without the Department of Health? How will our children learn without
the Department of Education? How will business prosper without the
Department of Commerce? How will we avoid drugs without the DEA?
How can we be safe without the CIA, the FBI, the DHS, and a dozen
other acronyms?”
I hope you are beginning to realize that our oft-lauded government
institutions do not help people solve their problems in life. Most often,
they do exactly the opposite. We need to learn again that it is not charity to
do for a man what he could and should do for himself. That is enslavement.
Throughout the world, we have allowed ourselves to become enslaved by
the promise of something for nothing. There is no such reality.
The butterfly must fight its own way out of its chrysalis. If you assist
it, it dies. So it is with man—with our present metamorphosis. This is
true for us as individuals and as a collective. Each of us must struggle
against the forces of oppression and coercion that we face in our daily
lives. You might be fired from your job if you speak the truth to power.
So be it. You might be decertified by your professional association if you
call out the lies within it. So be it. You might be insulted and ostracized
by your friends and neighbors if you try to show them how they have
been deceived. So be it. Your business might be bankrupted by a boycott
organized by a collection of communist zealots. So be it. You might be
assaulted by police for peacefully protesting against the tyranny of our
oppressors. So be it.
You must find the courage within your own heart to do what you
believe is right. This is Liberty. As the opening quote to this chapter
says, Liberty is not the right to do as we please but the opportunity to do
what is right. You have the courage to do what is right. It is within you
because the Spirit of God is within you and it knows no fear, only love. To
fly free like the butterfly you truly are, you must accept the death of the
caterpillar and struggle through the chrysalis of fear—on your own. But
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you are never truly on your own. God is always with you. God is within
you. If you are willing to accept it, God is you. If you are Christian, then
you know that the Holy Spirit dwells within you. You are God expressing through you in your manifestation as a particular human being at a
particular moment in time. You are already “one with God.” You simply
need to recognize this reality.
For those of you with no spiritual understanding, at least know that
you have within you the ability to solve every problem that life throws
at you. You already have the intelligence, the courage, and the love you
need for your life. Just like the Wizard of Oz told the scarecrow, the lion,
and the tin man, you already have what you seek. You only need the recognition that it is there. I am not a wizard, but take my word for it. You
have all you need. You can do it!

Escape to Freedom
“Live not by lies.” —ALEKSANDR SOLZHENITSYN
Remember Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn and Live Not By Lies. Do not tolerate
lies. Insist on honesty. Insist on the truth. Lies bring slavery. “The truth
will set you free,” (Jn 8:32). Every thought, true or false, is contagious.
Your thoughts affect the collective consciousness of the whole planet.
When you turn your mind from falsehoods to true thoughts, you help to
bring freedom to everyone. Like the hundredth monkey phenomenon,
when enough people insist on the truth, all the lies will crumble.
But understand also that freedom lives on the same coin as responsibility. Therefore, accept responsibility, welcome it, embrace it—as if your
life depended on it. It does. Your freedom has not been taken from you.
You have given it away with your responsibility. Take it back. To shirk
your responsibility is a form of corruption. This may be hard for you to
accept—that you too have become corrupt. It’s much more comforting
to blame others for this. You were corrupted by the siren call of ease,
by the promise of something for nothing, to trade your sacred freedom
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for a bowl of porridge. It is a lie. Live not by lies. There is no reality of
something for nothing. The little “something” you received you paid
for with your responsibility, and your freedom slipped out the door in
responsibility’s embrace.
Tell your politicians that you do not want handouts or benefits from
the government. You want the government to leave you alone—to live
your life in peace and to solve your own problems. Do not ask for a government pension, for social security, for welfare, for food stamps, for
free medicine, for jobs, or for protection from terrorists or the weather
or sickness. You do not need the government to do for you what you can
and should do for yourself.
Many will be shocked by this. Some will be offended, some bewildered. If you ever want to see the dawn of a new day of freedom, you must
struggle through the dark night of responsibility. Such is the diurnal cycle
of life. You cannot have day without night. You cannot have accomplishment without struggle. You cannot have freedom without responsibility.
You will never win if you shrink from the fight. You will never find truth
if you believe everything you are told. You will never again entertain
freedom if you do not also welcome responsibility. This is what it means
to truly “grow up.”
The escape to freedom is the escape from fear. As the Master
Teacher said, there is nothing to fear. Fear is the opposite of love. God
is Love. In God there is no fear, for “perfect love casts out all fear,”
(1 Jn 4:18). Do not fear a virus nor terrorists nor the climate. Do not
fear your neighbors—and everyone is your neighbor. In truth, they are
your brothers and sisters. They wish you no harm. Those who wish
to enslave us have taught us to fear our own brothers and sisters. It is
a lie. Live not by lies.
You already have within you all you need, for God is with you. God is
your Father, your Creator, your Animator, your Protector, your Refuge,
your Confidant, your Guide, your Beginning, and your Ending. It is in
God that you live and move and have your Being. You are an eternal
being of Light and Love. For you, dear butterfly, there is no death, only
transformation. For you, there is no loneliness; God is always with you.
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For you, there is no despair; the Joy of God dwells within you. For you,
there is no hatred; the Love of God is who you are. For you there is no
failure; there is always another opportunity. For you, with God, all things
are possible.

The End
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